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Guest Speaker
We are honoured  to welcome Rav Moshe Taragin, RAM at Yeshivat 
Har Etzion (Gush), speaking this Friday night between Kabolas 
Shabbos and Maariv ‘Why is the Mateh such a crucial icon on the 
night of Pesach’

Pesach Newsletter
The Pesach newsletter with the full Yom Tov timetable will be sent 
out on Sunday.

AGM
The biennial agm takes place after Pesach. All members have been 
emailed details of the meeting. If you have not received the email, 
please notify Avi Stern via office@ohryerushalayim.org.uk.

Sefira Shakedown
A fun way to lose weight, get healthier and raise money for Shuls.

The Shul is building a team to challenge for this competition. The 
Sefira Shake-Down is an inter-Shul weight-loss challenge for men 
to ‘shake-off’ all the excess gained during Pesach and trim up for 
Shavuos.

The campaign aims to support a healthier lifestyle through 
competitive team motivation, financial commitment and charitable 
giving all via a digital, fun platform. We will come into Shavuos, 
lighter in Gashmiyus, but heavier in Ruchniyus. See details at www.
sefira-shakedown.com

If you wish to join our team’s contact is Aaron Chaim David, 07814 
143978.
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The Week Ahead

News This Week
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possible explanation of the Rambam.

For centuries, people distinguished between four realms of 
objects: inanimate, plant, animal, and human. While the last three 
shared certain properties – growth, death, decay – they differed in 
others, like feeling, will, free choice. Lately, however, it has become 
fashionable in some circles to deny the existence of will and free 
choice – anywhere. What seems to some people to be willful 
behavior or decision making is not essentially different from the 
behavior of inanimate objects that is simply the product of internal 
and external forces. All phenomena are governed by laws of nature, 
whether we understand them or not. The behavior of animals and 
humans may be more complicated that that of inanimate objects – 
and so are the forces that act upon them – but their behavior is really 
determined, whether by nature, or nurture, or both. Nothing stands 
outside the system of cause and effect. There is no room for freedom 
of the human will.

By denying that Man meaningfully makes any choices, they eliminate 
all moral responsibility. To them, there is no judgment – and there is 
no Judge.

It is hardly a new idea to place Nature at the apex of values. Many of 
the ancient pagans turned every phenomenon of Nature into another 
deity. Yet we would be hard pressed to find “worship” or “service” in 
such systems. To the contrary, there was nothing holy in such systems, 
not could there be. These beliefs denied the existence of anything 
standing above Nature – itself fixed, and unchanging – that made 
demands on humans and set limits for them. Devotees of such beliefs 
did not subject themselves to the demands of any transcendent 
being. To the contrary, they asserted that there were no rules, laws, or 
limits to human conduct.

Perhaps this is what Rambam had in mind when he spoke of the 
ancient priests who combined the plant with the animal. By doing so, 
they wished to make the point that there was no essential difference 
between plants and animals. What seems like willful behavior in 
animals is nothing but the product of different natural forces upon 

Papering Over The Differences  
Rabbi Yitzchok Adlerstein (Torah.org)

He placed the Tunic upon him and girdled him with the Sash; he 
dressed him in the Robe and placed the Ephod upon him.

The Kohanim who serve in the Beis HaMikdosh wear wool and linen 
exclusively.

As is well known, the Rambam attempted to provide a rational 
basis for the Torah’s mitzvos – even the ones we understand to be 
chukim, which are by nature resistant to our attempts to grasp them. 
To explain the Torah’s prohibition against shatnez – a mixture of wool 
and linen – Rambam writes that such mixtures were the garments of 
choice of pagan priests, who wished to combine the plant (linen) 
with the animal (wool).

Rambam’s position is puzzling, however. If this reasoning were behind 
the Torah’s prohibition, it should have banned wearing shatnez while 
performing religious rituals – which is what the pagan priests did – 
and permitted it for mundane use. We see in our parshah, however, 
that precisely the opposite is true. While the Torah forbids us to wear 
ordinary clothing of wool and linen, the garments of the kohanim 
were made of those materials alone!

Considering a recent trend in anti-religious thought, we might find a 
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them. Behind an apparent difference between different domains lies 
an essential equivalence. Inanimate, animate – they are all the same.

Their combination of plant and animal was meant to lower the latter, 
making it more like the former. The Torah has us do the opposite. We 
constantly take the lower, and elevate it to become something higher. 
Thus, we too have an interest in combining plant and animal – for 
the opposite reason of the pagans. We try to lift the lower to the 
level of the higher. Therefore, combining wool and linen is forbidden 
in everyday use, but becomes laudable specifically in the realm of 
the spiritual – in the performance of mitzvos, through which we can 
catapult items from one level to the ones above.

A second kind of equivalence enjoys popularity today. People behold 
the terrible suffering of masses of human beings living in destitution 
and desperation, their lot made worse by the few fortunate rich 
and powerful figures who control the lives of the many. They react 
with disgust for this inequity, and devise what they believe to be the 
obvious solution. Let society assert the equivalence of all people! 
Let all share equally in what this planet offers us. Every person will 
produce to the best of his ability, and then claim the same portion as 
everyone else.

The advocates for treating all people the same way can look to 
the Torah for support. In many ways, the Torah assumes the role of 
advocate for the weak and downtrodden, calling upon the haves 
to meet the needs of the have-nots. Why, they ask, does the Torah 
not take the next logical step, and simply ban difference, creating 
equality in its place?

The Torah, in fact, addresses this point. “May there be no destitute 
among you!” the Torah commands at the beginning of a parshah 
about giving to the needy. Yet it ends on a particularly pessimistic 
note. “For destitute people will not cease to exist within the 
Land.”The Torah lets us know that differences between people are 
part of the human condition. Attempts to artificially erase them will 
not succeed. No utopian society will be built by pretending that all 
people are the same. The destitute will not cease to exist, at least 
not in pre-Messianic times. Because there can be no simple, facile 
solution to the problem of poverty, the Torah instructs us to address 
the destitution around us as best we can by opening our hand and 
giving generously to our brethren in distress. The Torah upholds the 
sanctity of private property, while at the same time limiting the rights 
of the rich and enhancing the position of the poor. (The utopian 
dreamers may be wrong – and dangerous – but at least their hearts 
are in the right place. Worse are those who take advantage of the 
powerlessness of the poor, and further rob and cheat them.)

Why it is that G-d should justify the differences between people 
seems to occupy a central position in the prophecy of Chabakuk. 
“I will stand upon my watch and take my place at the siege, and I 
will wait to see what He will speak to me, and what I can answer my 
reproof.” Chazal enlarge upon his words, picking up on the similarity 
between the word matzor/siege and tzor/figure, form. “This teaches 
that Chabakuk formed an image, and said to Hashem, ‘I will not 
budge until You answer me!’” The navi formed an image in his mind of 
a world of absolute equality, in which none would know the ravages 
of abject poverty. He became so focused on this utopian image that 
he could not move on! Is there anything He cannot do? Why has He 
allowed such inequality to exist and flourish?

Chazal continue. “HKBH responded to Chabakuk. ‘Whoever breaks 
his hatchet will come to me!’” (In your utopian vision, all are equal, 
everyone takes the same. In that case, what motivates a person to do 
his job? He will be fed regardless. Should a person break his hatchet, 
he will not even bother with the simple task of attempting to fix it. He 
will instead throw the problem on to the shoulders of his comrade – 
or on to G-d Himself!)

“Why do You allow me to see iniquity and You look at evil deeds, with 
robbery and injustice before me?” (The navi accepts the impossibility 
of absolute equality. But he does not let up in his argument with 
Hashem. If there cannot be equality, why must its opposite exist? 

Why is power concentrated in the hands of the deceitful, or the 
powerful, or those lucky enough to be born into it.)

G-d responds. “You are a ben-Torah, and not an am ha-aretz.” (You are 
filled with the imagination of one moved by a dream of perfection. 
But you are not sufficiently familiar with the practical realities of real 
life.) “Write an alef on a tablet.” (Writing that letter will give you the 
answer you seek. Which alef? The first one in Chumash Vayikra, which 
is written smaller than the other letters. It tells us that when Hashem, 
as it were, descends to our world to speak with us, He reigns as 
king – but not as the elevated, supernal King. His kingship is sharply 
limited by the free will that He provided us human beings. Once He 
allows us the capacity to choose good and evil, the world will know 
much of the latter. Somehow, this serves a higher purpose. But Man’s 
freedom to choose implies – demands – room for evil to continue 
unopposed by Divine intervention.)

He demands of us that we oppose that evil, and compensate for 
it when we see it. If we were to ask Him, however, to wipe out the 
existence of evil in one Divine swoop, the price we would pay would 
be to become robots, not humans.

Thanksgiving          Shlomo Katz (Torah.org)

“If he shall offer it for a Todah / thanksgiving-offering . . .” (7:12)

Rashi z”l explains: If he brings his offering on account of something 
that requires thanksgiving, on account of a miracle that was done for 
him – for instance, he made a sea-voyage, traveled in the wilderness, 
was imprisoned, or had been sick and was now healed, all of which 
obligate a person to give thanks, since it is written with reference to 
them (Tehilim 107:8, 15, 21, 31), “Let them offer thanksgiving to the 
Lord for His goodness, and for His wonderful works to the children 
of men!” – if it is on account of one of these things that he vowed 
a Shelamim offering, it is regarded as a Todah offering and requires 
the offering of bread that is mentioned in this section, and it may not 
be eaten beyond a period of one day and one night, whereas other 
Shelamim offerings may be eaten at any time during two days and the 
intervening night. [Until here from Rashi]

R’ Raphael Moshe Luria z”l (see above) writes: It seems from Rashi’s 
words that a person who was in danger and is saved has an obligation 
to give thanks and also to bring a Todah offering. Rambam z”l does 
not view the Todah as an obligatory one for any person, rather as a 
voluntary offering, but he too writes that four categories of people 
must give thanks. [Today, we “give thanks” after being in danger 
by reciting Birkat Ha’gomel.] What is the relationship of these two 
separate services: (1) giving thanks and (2) bringing a Todah offering?

R’ Luria answers: The Talmud Yerushalmi (Shabbat 74b) records a 
dispute, as follows: Rabbi Yaakov says that if a person sees a snake 
or scorpion within his personal four Amot / cubits space, he should 
know that death was decreed upon him but Hashem showed him 
mercy. Rabbi Shimon says: That is true if he did not kill the snake or 
scorpion. But, if he did, G-d sent them to him so he could kill them. 
The Sages say: In every case, they appeared to him in his merit, i.e., 
to frighten him and awaken him to repentance. R’ Luria explains that, 
because of a Jew’s intrinsic holiness, snakes and scorpions should 
fear him. If they approached so close to him, it can only be because 
Hashem is sending him a message.

So, too, when a person is placed in any type of danger, R’ Luria 
writes, Hashem is sending him a message. Because he was saved, he 
must give thanks. Separately, because he doesn’t know whether the 
danger truly has passed or whether he merely was given a temporary 
reprieve, he must bring a Todah offering as an atonement. [This is 
apparently how Rashi and Rambam understand the nature of this 
offering, unlike R’ Bachya cited on the front page.] Along these lines, 
R’ Luria notes, kabbalists state that Bnei Yisrael at the Yam Suf faced 
a decree of destruction. Hashem gave them a reprieve and split the 
sea, but the decree was not erased, and it resurfaced in the days of 
the Purim story. Only with some act of atonement can an evil decree 
be erased for good. (Bet Genazi: Vayikra p.193)


